
From the makers of the STOP IT® PIPE REPAIR SYSTEM

SELF-FUSING TAPE
High temperature, heavy duty, self-bonding, seamless silicone tape.

Simple to use, all purpose self-fusing tape
is superior to shrink wrap tubing and vinyl tapes.
FUSION TAPpM bonds into a permanent, inseparable, cohesive
insulator at room temperature and has a dielectric strength of
400 volts/mil. This remarkable tape maintains its insulating,
sealing and elastic properties in a wide range of temperatures.
It won't crack or separate with sudden shock, vibration,

Fuses into a
solid piece
of silicone

rubber!

expansion or contraction. FUSION TAPpM is not tacky to the
touch and requires no heat or tools to promote fusion. An
ideal wrap for terminating high voltage cables. FUSION TAPpM
can also be used as a primary cable insulation where Class H
temperatures (180° C / 3560 F) are present. It also resists mois-
ture and ozone, making it an excellent environmental insulator.
THOUSANDS OF USES!

FUSION TAPpM fuses into a solid piece of silicone rubber with no adhesive residue.

FUSION TAPpM is sand blasted and cut away to reveal undisturbed
electrical connection.

FUSION TAPE™ - TECHNICAL INFORMATION

FUSION TAPpM is still intact after submersion
in used motor oil for over 11/2 years .

Tear Resistance: 85 psi
Durometer hardness: 50 shore A room cured 24 hours
Meets or Exceeds: U.S. Military Spec A-A-59163
(Supercedes MIL 1-46852C) Type II Triangular Guideline
and Type I, Rectangular, Self-fuSing silicone rubber tape.

Ordering information
Packaged: 12 rolls/case
Product Dimensions: Width 1" (2.5cm), Length 20'
(6.1 m), Thickness 0.020" (0.05cm)
Case Dimensions: 12" x 9" x 5" (31cm x 25cm x 13cm)
Case Weight: 2.5 Ibs (1.1 kg)

Physical Properties
Operating Temperatures (Intermittent):
-850 F to 5000 F (-650 C to 2600 C)
Operating Temperatures (Continuous):
-650 F to 5000 F (-540 C to 2600 C)
Dielectric strength, Minimum: 400 volts/mil (0.020" thick)
Dielectric Constant, 1Khz: 2.95
Dissipation Factor, 1Khz: <.0004
Volume Resistivity: 3 x 1014 ohm/em
Cold Brittle Point, Maximum: -650 C
Water Absorption: 3% maximum by weight
Tensile strength: 700 psi minimum
Ultimate Elongation: 300% minimum
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EMERGENCY LEAK CONTROL KITSTM

UNIVERSAL SERIES - Kits AE and 0
Universal kits are designed to plug hazardous material leaks in any
type of low-pressure vessel. The kits contain everything needed to
respond to leaks in tanks and drums. The wide variety of sealing
devices and materials address surface holes of all shapes, as well
as cracks and gashes. All bolts, back-up plates, and hardware
manufactured from 304 stainless steel. Accompanying tools
are available in standard or non-sparking versions.

Kits 'AE' and '0' contain two toggle-bolt ball plugs, six toggle-bolt
surface plugs, two T-bolt crack patches, five self tapping screw
patches, nine assorted wooden plugs, Fix StixTMEpoxy,
Plug-N-Dike™ Plug Pattie, lead wool pack, hot/cold hose repair tape,
sorbent pad, tubeless tire repair kit, 8" x 12" solid neoprene
and 20" x 20" closed-cell foam gasketing material, steel drift
pin, OSHA approved 200' roll of barricade tape, tools for
installing all patches and heavy duty carrying case.

KIT AE - For Tanks, Vessels, Drums KIT D - For Drums

Kit 'AE' contains items for larger holes, cracks and gashes in addition to the standard items
listed above. These include one 8" x 12" stainless steel plate lined with 3/4" thick soft
neoprene material and three J-bolts with preassembled wingnut washer combos. A second
8" x 12" stainless steel neoprene backed plate is included with hardwood cribbing ladder
patch and two 22' heavy-duty nylon straps.

EXTERNAL PIPE LEAK CONTROL KITS - Kits C-2 and C-3
Pipe Leak Control Kits are designed to quickly respond to leaks in straight runs of piping. Simply snap
the clamp around the pipe, drop bolt head through open-slotted lug and tighten nuts. Versatile clamps
respond to water, wastewater, fuel, chemical, air and gas leaks.

Repair clamps are made of corrosion resistant 304 stainless steel, lugs are made of rugged ductile iron and
shop coated for added protection. Bolts are plated for longer life. Grade 304 rubber compound gasket offers
superior resistance to oils, aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons, condensates, gasoline and natural gas.

All External Pipe Leak Control Kits include extra solid neoprene and closed-cell foam gasketing
material for odd sized, out-of-round, and corroded pipe applications. Accompanying tools are available
in standard or non-sparking versions. Kits are packaged in a heavy-duty carrying case.

SERIES 'C-2' contains ten assorted clamps for 1/2" through 4" diameter pipe,
extra gasketing material and installation tools. Clamp sizes are 1/2", 3/4",
1", 1 1/4", 1 1/2",2",21/2",3",31/2",4".

SERIES 'C-3' contains three large clamps for 5",6" and 8" diameter pipe, extra
gasketing material and installation tools. Clamp sizes are 5", 6" and 8".

PIPE PLUGGER KIT - KIT C-1
The Pipe Plugger Kit is designed to quickly plug open-
ended pipes. Kit allows you to instantly plug knocked-off
pipes carrying water, fuel, chemicals and gas. Great for
knocked-off gas meters and tank truck discharge
valves. 1" to 5" sizes have pressure relief vents to help
get the plugs seated under pressure. Pressure relief
vents on 1 1/2" through 5" plugs can connect to
enclosed valve and discharge hose. This enables fluid
or gas to be rerouted to another line, discharged to a
recovery vessel or flared. The Pipe Plugger Kit can also

be used for drain line cleaning and nitrogen purging
operations.

SERIES 'C-1' contains ten stainless steel pipe plugs,
wooden plug, valve and discharge hose set, all
necessary tools for installation and heavy-duty carrying
case. Plug sizes are 3/4", 1", 1 1/4", 1 1/2", 1 3/4",
2",21/2",3",4".

A separate 5" 'c-t: plug is also available.
KIT C-1
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THE ROLL-OVER KIT - Kit F
The Roll-over Kit is designed to patch a large hole,
crack, or gash in a large vessel or tank. The kit has
a patch that conforms to the curvature of the vessel.
The patch uses a variety of r-botts to support itself
directly to the hole. The leak is then sealed by tightening
the compression bolts around the frame, conforming
the patch to the vessel.

Series 'F' contains one 3/4" neoprene gasketed stainless
steel patch measuring 13" x 23". One stainless steel
support frame with compression bolts, three stainless
steel T-bolts with preassembled wingnut washer combos,

all necessary tools and heavy-duty carrying case.


